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A b s t r a c t  
In this paper, we study the problem of dlscovering interestlng patterns in large volumes of 
data .  Patterns can be  expressed not only In terms of the  database schema bu t  also In user-defined 
terms,  such as relational vlews and classification hierarchies The  user-defined terminology 1s 
stored in a data dtctzonary tha t  maps  i t  Into the language of the database schema. We define 
a pattern as a deductive rule expressed In user-defined terms that  has a degree of certaint? 
associated with i t .  We  present methods of dlscovering interestlng patterns based on abs t~ac t s  
whtch are summaries of the  data  expressed in the language of the user 
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dataija5c. at t r ibute values are replhced by the set t o  which they heiong. Han e t . d  (HCC92  u s  
a similar technique t o  search for dependencies among the abstracted a t t r ibute  values and also 
incorporate a probabiljty measure Into the dependency. Our approach generalizes on IValzlher's a n d  
Nan et.al's in t ha t  at t r ibute values In an abstracted database can $50 be  predicates or vle1i.s of 
t he  original database, depending on multiple attributes. We also allow a variety of functions. such 
z.s summation. averaging, etc.. t o  he used in addition t o  countir~g for aggregating at t r ibute value5 
Other  difierences \still be described after presenting our model in Section 5. 
In order t o  describe pat tern drsco~ery, we first need a prpcjse definition of a pat tern.  Cer- 
tainly. there is no  standard definit~on of the term in the  literature. In trying t o  draw a common 
thread through a recent collection of papers on "Knowledge Discovery in Databases," Frawley e t . d .  
[FPSMSI] define pat terns as follows: 
G ~ v e n  a set of facts (da t a )  F, a language L. and some mr-a-qurp oi certainty C, a pattern 5 
1s a statement  S in L tha t  describes relationships among a subset Fs of F with certajnt? 
C ,  such tha t  S is simpler (In some sense) than the  e n u m e ~ a t ~ o n  of all facts in Fs. 
This definition is intentionally vague t o  cover a wide variety of approaches. For example. even a 
set of statistical parameters  such as the mean and standard deviation for a collection of numerical 
values qualifies as  a pat tern with the above definition. In fact. any abstraction tha t  in some sense 
summarizes the d a t a  would satisfy the  above definition of a pattern. In contrast t o  this. Ive define 
a pat tern in a more restricted sense. as a rule t ha t  has xsociated with it a degree of certainty. The  
preclse form of the  rule will be described in Section 3. 
2 Data Dictionary 
Corisider the following application where a user may be in tere~ted  in pat terns in the  data t ha t  are 
expressed not in te rms of the  schema of the database but In other terms: 
Example 1 Assume a credit card agency stores its da:a in the  CREDIT-CARD database tha t  
contalns CUSTOMER and TRANS.4CTlON files. T h e  schemas of these files are shown in Fig- 
ure 1. The  CUSTOMER file stores all t he  information about  the credit card customers. and the  
TRANSACTION file stores all the information about  the transactions performed by these cus- 
tomers. such as customer name.  mercliant's name, mercliant's type. and t h e  amount and the da te  
of a transaction. 
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1 Introduction 
OUT interest is in large scale business databaces which grow by millions of records daily. While this 
d a t a  is recorded primariiy for accounting purpozes. executives are interested in levelaging them for 
other  purposes such as analyses of trends in tbe da t a .  For example. intelligent summaries of credit 
card and scanner data can greatly aid decisions about  production, distribution. pricing, advertising. 
and  promotions. Likewise, securities trading da ta  can be monitored for pat terns that  might point 
t o  fraud or  other  irregularities. Clearly, with the rnacsive volumes of da t a  t ha t  flow into databases 
daily, t he  computer will play an  increasingly i m p o r t a t  role in the aridysis. T h e  challenge. however, 
is for it t o  generate the  "interesting" patterns which may be  hidden deep in the data.  based on the 
needs or  interests of t h e  user. 
We have been working with an organizaljon whose core business hinges on the collection and 
effective analysis of very large amounts of consumer purchase data.  -4 ma-:or par t  of the  revenue 
derives from standard statistical reports that  are generated with SQL queries and report generators. 
Another ,  more human-intensive "help" service focvses on helping clients with specjal one of a kind 
requests t ha t  require analysts t o  dig deeper into the  da t a  in an open-ended way in order t o  detect 
interesting patterns 
One of our short term objectives is t o  make the computer do  the open-ended probing on its 
own. This  requires generating a broad range of summaries and recognizing relationships among 
variables t ha t  a user might find interesting. T h e  novelty in our method lies in exploiting two 
types of knowledge. and in ~ccommoda t ing  a ranee of inference methods. T h e  first type is a user- 
defined vocabulary t h a t  provides relational czruts of the da t a  and is used t o  express generalization 
relationships among different d a t a  types. For exzmple. a credit card company can define Yuppie as 
a person whose age is less t han  35 and who makes more than $80000 a year. or who has a Gold card. 
illso, we can define JVall-Street-Yuppie and Mzd~son-Avenue-Yuppie as specializations of Yuppie. 
T h e  second novelty is in how we use abstracts. ivhjch are summaries of the  da t a  expressed in terms 
of this vocabulary. T h e  vocabulary and abstracts endow the system with the ability t o  search for 
pat terns in terms of sets  t h a t  a re  meaningful t o  the  user. in effect, focusing the  search. Finally, the 
inference procedure applied on the  abstracts can be a generate-and-test or a standard statistical 
procedure such as the  Logit model [The71]. T h e  ability t o  use s tandard statistical techniques i z  
important  given tha t  t h e  d a t a  is often inherently noisy and the  pat terns therefore statistical. 
T h e  idea of using an  abstracted database xias first proposed by Jf'alker [M'al80]. His approach 
made use of the fact t h a t  t he  domain of an  a t t r ibute  can be abstracted, i.e. for the PET attr ibute,  
dogs and cats are mammals.  snakes and turtles a re  reptiles and so on.  In J4'alkeris abstracted 
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Figure 3: C1asification Hierarchy for CREDIT-CARD Appiicatlon 
i.e. P < P' if P logically implies P'. For example. Uallstreet-yuppie < yuppie. 
Based on this partial order. we can build h classification hierarchy of user-defined predicates. 
Tlie classification hierarchy for the vocabulary f ~ o m  Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3. Iu'otice t h a t  
siblings may not be mutually exclusive in a hierarchy. For example, a senior citizen can (sometimes) 
be a s tudent .  
However, xve assume tha t  the children of a user-defined predicate in the  hierarchy form a 
collectively exhaustive set for the parent.  T h ~ s  can be achieved by zmplicifly assuming an ex t r a  
predicate other for each node in the hierarchy as the "catch all" condition. For example, we can 
~mplici t ly define other-yuppzes, other-merchants. elc. 
T h e  hierarchy enables the user t o  specify tile level of analysis a t  which the  system should 
focus. For example. a rrlarketing manager can be interested in patterns a t  a riational level, whereas 
a branch manager might b e  interested in a specific region. 
2.3  Abstraction h n c t i o n s  
T h e  third component of t h e  da t a  dictionary 1s the  set of user-defined ab~ t rac t ion  functions. An 
nbstmctionfvnctzon 01' an  at t r ibute maps the  domaln values of the  at t r ibute into some other  domain.  
For example, the  abstraction function year n a p s  a d a t e  into a year bv "extracting" the year  from 
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a d d s -  
Figure 4 :  Abstraction Hierarchy for Date and Addr Attributes of the CREDIT-C.4RD Database. 
t h e  date .  Similarly, t he  city function extracts  t he  name of the city from a s treet  address. 
Furthermore, abstraction functions can be grouped into ab~tractzon hierarchies by composition 
of a h ~ t r a c t i o n  functions. Examples of some of the  abstraction hierarchjes a re  presented in Figure 4. 
In conclusion, a d a t a  dictioszr?. for searching patterns conians  the  vocabulary consistirig of 
user-defined predicates. a c l a s i f i ca t~on  h~e ra rchy  based on the t o c a b u i a r ~ .  and a set o i  abs t rac t~on 
functlons grouped into abstraction hierarchies. In the  next section. we show how pat terns are 
defined based on the d a t a  dictior;ar:t. 
3 Patterns 
\\'e define a pat tern along t h e  11rtc-s of t he  machine learning bierature iiVin841 a s  a rule expressed 
In terms of the vocabulary with some degree of s t rength atrached t o  it. i.e. a s  
PI and . . . and P, - Q,and . . . and Q k  (with s trength p) (1) 
\v]lere P,. i = 1, .  . ., n and Q,. 2 = i . .  . .. k could be  d a t a b x e  relations, user-defined predicates. 
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G R O U P - B Y  constructs,  or relat,onai operator: =. <. <. etr ." .  t i j r t i~ermore .  we allow r~egatioii: 
of predicates in the  body but  not in the liead of a rule. FinaXy, p I >  a "measure of strtngih" t l iat 
a cer:Gn pat tern holds. We illustrate there concepts usirlg some examples of pat terns and tlien 
formally define the GROUP._B'\r. construct and the  strength of a pattern later in the paper. 
Example 2 
T h e  pat tern "Nev York yupp ie s  most l i k e l y  j i v e  i n  E a h a t t a n  and have  a Goid 
h e r )  can  Expres s  ca rd"  can be expressed a 
CUSTOriER(rame,addr,income,prci~ssion,age,card~type,~a:tat~ and 
y u p p i e ( n m e )  and c i t y ( a d d r )  = "Nev York" - 
b o r o u g h ( a d d r )  = "Manhattax" a d  ca rd - type  = "Gold M x "  ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  0 0 % )  
I n t u i t l i e i .  "strength 90%" means t ha t  90% of Kew J'ork yuppies i ~ v e  in Manha t t an  and have the 
Gold An~er jcan  Express card. JVe define the  strength of a pat tern in Section 4. Notice t ha t  tile 
right-hand side of the  rule c o n t a n s  a conjunction of two operator:. i l lso notice t ha t  this pat tern 
cannot be split into two pat terns " S e n  lvork yuppies ljve in Manl'attan" and "New York yuppe:  
11ave a Gold American Express card'' because i t  is impo:sible t o  compute t h e  s trength of the 
comblried pat tern from t h e  s trengthr  of the two individual patterns. For example, a s  will be  sho~vn 
later in Section 4. we cannot  de te rn l~ne  what  percentage of Few ?'ork yuppies lives in Manha t t an  
and lias Gold ilmerican Express card from knowing the  percentage of New York yuppies Living 1x1 
Manhat tan  and the  percentage of Few ?'ark yuppies carrying Gold A m E s .  
Ci 
Tile next rule presents an e s a n p l e  of a pat tern with a relational predicate appearing in tile 
head of a rule. 
Example 3 T h e  pa t te rn  "expens ive  r e s t a u r a n t s  i n  t h e  Greei iuich V i l l a g e  a r e  rucs t i y  
v i s i t e d  by yuppies"  can be  expressed as 
CUSTOHER(nune,addr,income,profession,age,card-type,~arstat) and 
TRANSACTION(nune,merchant,type,amountdata) and 
expensive_restaurant(merchantj and c i t y ( m e r c h a n t )  = "New York" and 
schooi_district(merchant) = "Greenv ich  V i l l a g e "  
- yupp ie (name)  ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  60%) 
In this example we also used t h e  relation C U S T O M E R  besides t he  relation TRANS.ACTIO3 be- 
'LVe will also introduce additional statistical relational operators in Sect~on 4 .  
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cause y u p p i e  is defi i i~d in lerms of tha t  relaiioi, 
D 
l y e  next provide art esampie of an aggregate pa?te:n having the G R O U P - B ' I '  construct.  
Example 4 Consider t h e  pat tern "yuppies  spend mcre money i n  e x p e n s i v e  r e s t a u r a n t s  
t h m  i n  any o t h e r  t y p e  of r e s t a u r a ? ? t  (ove r  t h e  p e a r s ) . "  
To  express this pat tern succinctly, we defi:le the  foliowing three ~ n a c r o s  t h a t  specify total 
vearly spendings of yuppies in expensive. moderate and inexpensive restaurants  respectively ( the  
first parameter  ); in these macros specifies t h e  >car and tile second Z specifies the  amount  spent): 
YEARLY-YUPPIE-SPENnING-EXP_REST();.Z) F 
G R O U P - B Y ( [  CUSTOMER(name.addr.income.~,rofe~s~on.age.card~type.marstat) and 
TRANS.4CTION(na1ne.mercl~ant.type.amount.dzta't and yuppie(name) 
and expensive-reszaurant(merchant) and year(datej  = X 1, [ X 1, [Z = SUM(amount)])  
wllere t h e  predicate GROUP-BY([express ion] .  [XI. !Z = SUM(amount)])  is similar t o  the  
G R O U P - B Y  statement  in SQL and specifies the sum Z of all the  amounts  taken over all the 
tuples in e x p r e s s i o n  with the  same value of X5 .  
\Ale define the  other  two macros YEARLJw-YUPPIE-SPEKDIG-MOD-REST(X,Z) and 
YEARLY-YUPPIE-SPENDISG-INEXP-REST(X.Z) similar to 
YEARLY-YUPPIE-SPENDING-EXP_REST(X .Z j by replacing predi- 
cate e x p e n s i v e x e s t a u r a n t  (merchan t )  in its definition by m o d e r a t e - r e s t a u r a n t  (merchant )  and 
i n e x p e n s i v e ~ e s t a u r a t  (merchan t )  respectively. 
Then  our pat tern i a n  be expressed in terms of tlrese macros as  
J7E.4RLY-YUPPIE-SPENDINGGEXPPREST(X.Z J and
JvEARLY-YUPPIE-SPENDING-MOD-REST(X.2') and 
YE.4RLY-YUPPIE-SYENDING-1NEXP-KEST(X . X u )  
- 2' < Z and 2" < Z (with s trength 85%) 
assuming tha t  in 85% of t he  years yuppies spend more in expensive than  in moderate  and ines- 
pensive restaurants.  
This  pattern could have been expressed in a more succinct form if we defined predicate 
YE.4RLY-YUPPIE-SPENDING(X,Y,Z) t h a t  defines the  total amount  Z spent  by yuppies in the  
vear X in a restaurant t ype  Y (expensive, moderate. inexpensive). However. any definition of 
"This form of GROUP-BY was originally proposed i n  jX1PR9Oj. 
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such a predicate ~vould requjre the use of the 5econa-order logic with quantification over predicate. 
e x p e n s i v e _ r e s t a u r m t ,  m o d e r a t e ~ e s t a u r a t  , i s e x p e n s i v e _ r e s t ~ u r u l t .  
In general, t he  G R O U P - B Y  construct is defined = follows [MPRSO]. Let Q be a first-order 
formulz,  XI , .  . . . S,. 1' be x-ariables appearing in c arid a g g r  be one of the s tandard aggrega- 
tion functions COUNT.  SUM. .4VG, M.4);. hl lN.  etc.  Then G R O U P - B Y ( $ ,  [-XI.. . . X,] ,[Z =: 
a g g ~ ( Y ) ] )  is a predjcate depending on variables ,XI.. ..X,, 2 such that  all the  tuples in gi with 
the  same vdues  of ,XI. . . . . fin are grouped toget lie:. 2nd the aggregation function 1s computed for 
t he  a t t r i bu t e  Y within each group. 
4 Searching for Patterns 
Consider t h e  pa t te rn  from Example 4 which s tates  tha t  yuppies spend more in expensive re$taurants  
than  any  o ther  type  of restaurant.  How can t h ~ s  pat tern be detected? Since this pa t te rn  is 
based on total  spendings of yuppies in different types of restaurants over a period of years, i t  
is not apparent  from the  original relations CCSTOhlER and TRANSACTIOIi .  To  discover this 
pat tern.  we need an atsiract of these relations tha t  contams cumulative spendlngc of yuppies and 
maybe o ther  customer types in different types of reytaurants over the  years. Figure 5 provides an 
esample of such a n  abstract  called SPEND18G6. T h e  CUST-TYPE column of SPENDING comes from 
the  classification hierarchy (see Figure 3) and its vzlues s e n i o r - c i t i z e n ,  s t u d e n t ,  and y u p p i e  
are relational views from the  d a t a  dictionary (see Figure 2). Similarly, the REST-TYPE column 
comes from the  classification hierarchy (see Figure 3). and i ts  values expensive. modera t e ,  and 
I n e x p e n s i v e  a re  re la t~onal  views defined in t he  da t a  dicttonary (see Figure 2). F~nal ly.  t he  column 
TOTALAMOUNT is obtained b j  adding the  amounts  of aU the  transactions of members of a certain 
customer group in a certain restaurant  type in a certain year. 
We call this kind of a table  an abstract becacse jt summarizes and abstract. the  d a t a  in te rms  
of higl-1-level categoriez. For example, the  first row in Figure 5 says t ha t  the amount  t h a t  t h e  
CUST-TYPE categorJV s e n i o r - c i t i z e n  spent in t he  R E S T - T Y P E  category e x p e n s i v e  in Y E A R  
198.5 was $1.05 million. Note t ha t  an  abstract  can also be  considered as a report [PSSl] .  I t  
aggregates d a t a  in a form t h a t  can be  useful t o  an esecutive. In fact,  much of the  consoljdatjon 
of d a t a  involved in management  reporting systems involves t h e  generation of abstract-like tables 
which provide useful summaries  of t he  da ta .  F o t e  t h a t  our  definition of an abstract is similar bu t  
6Even though we are focuslng only on yuppies, the reason why other customer types appear In the  abstract will 
become apparent shortly 
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1 - pp - - - - - 
I S P E N D I N G  ( ~ n  mililons I 1 CUST-TYPE R ~ T - T Y P E  
-- 
 
-- 
-- ---- - 
senior-citizen expens~ve 1985 1.05 
senior-citizen moderate 1985 1 .E2 
senior-citizen inexpensive 1985 0.92 
student expensive 1985 0.04 
student moderate 1985 0.18 
student inexpensrve 1985 0.42 
senior-citizen moderate 1987 2.44 
student moderate 1989 0.56 
yuppie expens~vc 1985 7.4 1 
yuppie moderate 1985 7.30 
yuppie lnexpens~ve 1985 4.32 
yuppie expensive 1986 8.54 
yuppie expensive 1987 8.93 
yuppie expenclve 1988 9.Gi 
-. -- --- 
Figure 5: -4n Abstract of Heiatlons CUSTOMER and TRANSACTION. 
more general than  the  attribute-oriented generalization of Ean et .  a1 [HCC92]. a point we dlscuz: 
more fully In Section 5.  
The term "spend more" in the  pat tern from Example 4 requires clarification. If t he  total 
s p e n d ~ n g  of yuppies in expensive restaurants in 1985 was only sljghtly higher t han  in moderate  
restaurants.  e.g. 7.41 vs. 7.39, we rnight consider them for practical purpoFes t o  be  equal (or  not 
significantly different), whereas 7.4i nould be significantly grcater than. say. 4.3. i\ccordingly. i \e 
could restate  the  pa t te rn  from Example 4 t o  say t h a t  
y u p p i e s  spend significantly more money i n  expens ive  r e s t a u r a n t s  than i n  any 
o t h e r  t y p e s  of r e s t a u r a n t s  
where me can interpret significance In the  s tandard  statistical ser?se uslng. say, t h e  1-test [KacSG' 
To  do  this. u e  assume t h a t  t he  spending of a yuppie for a meal In certain t ype  of a restaurant  15 
a normally distributed random variable ( i ts  mean and variance can be co~npu ted  in a s tandard  isa? 
by esaminlng all the  transactions of yuppies in this type  of a restaurant).  Then  t h e  total s p e n d ~ n g  
of all t he  yuppies over a year in thls type of a restaurant  is a1.o a normally distributed random 
variable because it is t h e  sum of individual random variables. In order t o  test whether or  not  the 
total spending of yuppies in moderate  reqtaurants x,d is significantl~ less t han  t h e  total  spending: 
of yupples in expensive restaurants  z,,, ~n a year (e.g., if 7.39 1s s~gnificantly less t han  7.41 in 1985 
in Fig. 5) .  ive have t o  apply the  1-test t o  these two random variables. This means t h a t  we hake to 
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test the  null h.potliesis T j l o  : p(z,,$) < p(z,=,)  (w l~e re  p IS  the mean of a random variable), and 
the  answer t o  tllis tect constitutes the meanlxig of "significantly more'' In t he  pa t te rn  s tated above. 
As defined in Example 4. t he  strength of a pat tern is a ratio of t he  number of tuples satisfying 
the  head and tile body of a rule t o  the number of tuples satisfying t h e  body of the  rule. To 
generalize this approach. the strength of a pat tern p - g is defined as a coridztzonal probability that  
the  head of a rule 1s t rue  given tha t  the  body of the  rule is true, i.e. ac 
P ( g  is t rue and p is t rue)  
P ( g  is t rue 1 p is t rue)  = 
P ( p  is t rue)  
- 
number of tuples satisfying conditions p and g 
 
number of tuples satisfying cond i t~on  p 
( 2 )  
For instance. if it turns ou t  in Example 4 t ha t  in 17  years out  of 20 yuppies spent significantly more 
in expensive restaurants  than  in moderate and inexpensive ones, then the  s trength of t h e  pat tern 
is 1'7 / 20 * 100% = 85%. 
To summalize. we compare values such as  means for statistically significant differences. We 
then compute the  s trength of a rule based on t1,e number of values that  turn out  t o  be (significantly) 
different using c o n d i t j o ~ a l  probabilities. 
4.1 Abstracts 
-4.5 mentioned above. one  way t o  Limit the search for interesting pat terns is t o  let the user specify 
in broad terms tlie t l~ ings  t o  be  considered (objects.  aggregation functions. e tc . )  in deriving the 
pat terns of interest. In particular,  the user 112s t o  specify three types of information: 
0 the  list of relational at t r ibutes  and /or user-defined predicates the  pat tern should contairi 
t he  list of abstraction functions t h e  pat tern should contain 
aggregation principle (or  aggregation function) 
User-defined p red~ca t e s  and abstraction func t~ons  xvere defined in Sectlon 2. An aggregation przn- 
ciple specifies 11ow o b s e r ~ a t i o n s  in pat terns of interest should be aggregated. For example, t he  user 
may specify y u p p l e s  and e x p e n s i v e  r e s t a u r a n t s  as  user-defined predicates, year as  abstraction 
functions, and su7n7natzon as  an  aggrega t~on principle. This  specification means t ha t  t h e  user is in- 
terested in the cumulative spending pat terns of yuppies in expensive restaurants  over t he  years. In 
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LOCs?tTIOI\ 
-- 
I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f i -  7 YPE cI T 1 -- BOROUGH c02ih7fi 
--- / v u p p ~ c  Kewf-orL hilanhattan 95.000 i 
Kew \rTorb Queens 1.000 j 
New f'ork Brooklyn 3.500 / 
~ u p p r e  Kew 3'orA Bronx 500 I 
senlor-cit~zen Kew 3'ork Manhattan 450.000 j 
yuppie Boston Brookline 9.000 
Los ~ n g e l e ?  Nollvwood 2.000 I 
Figure 6: Example of an Abstract.  
t h ~ s  example, we considered summation as an aggregat~on principle. Examples of other aggregation 
p ~ ~ n c i p l e s  are counrirLg. a1*ercgz7lg. maximi:ing. and minz~n'ii~ng. 
Given the  user-specified inputs containi~ig uxr-drf ined predicates, aggregation functions and 
an aggregation principle. an abstract  can b e  built from these inputs and the da t a  as follows. 
1.  For each user-defined predicate and each abstiactlon function, create a column in t he  abstract.  
Furthermore. crcate an aggregation column haqed on tlie user-specified aggregation principle. 
For example. if tlie user specified y u p p i e  as a ner-defined predicate. c l t y  and borough 
as abstraction functions. and count as an aggregation principle. then the  abstract has four 
columns, one ior each of the  inputs.  
2. For each user-defined predicate selected by t h e  u5er. consider all of its s ibi~ngs In the  classifi- 
cation hierarch) described in Section 2.2. For cach abstraction func t~on .  determine its range. 
Form the  Cartesian product of t h e  sets of sibilngs for t he  user-defined pred~cates  and the 
ranges of all the  abstraction functions. 
For example. as 1s shown in F ~ g u r e  3. t he  s ibl~ngs of the  predicate yupp ie  are s e n i o r - c i t i z e n  
and s t u d e n t .  and their parent  is cus torner_ type .  The  abstraction iunction c l t y  defines the 
set of all the  citles In t he  USA. and bo rcueh  tLe set of all boroughs in these c i t~es .  Take the  
Cartesian product of all the  combinations of all tlie customer types in all the  boroughs in all 
t he  cities. 
3. For each tuple t irom the  Cartesian product  obtained in Step 2, formulate a conjunctive query 
against the  da tabase  as  follows. Each user-defined predicate in tuple t is a rejati0na.l view, 
and the query t h a t  defines this view gives rise to  a conjunct in t he  conjunctive query tha t  
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is being formed. Each coinjiorient c in tuple z: correspondjng t o  the  abstraction iunction j 
defined o n  a t t r ibu te  A glves rise to  the  conjunct f ( A  j = c 
For example. consider the tuple ( y u p p i e ,  N e w  York, K ~ ~ h a t t a n )  from the  Cartesian prod- 
uct obtained in Step 2. The  query is formed based on thls tuple as  follows. Y u p p i e ( n m e ) .  
being a view, gives rice t o  the expression age < 35 a n d  income > 80000 o r  c z r d - t y p e  = 
'Gold ' .  New York. belonging t o  the range of the abstraction function c i t y ,  g o e s  rlse t o  the 
conjunct c i t y ( a d d r e s s j  = 'Kev York'. T h e  final query I: 
( a g e  < 35 and  income > 80000 o r  card- type  = 'Gold ' )  and 
c i t y ( a d a r e s s 1  = 'Nev York' and borough(address !  = 'R .mha t t an1 .  
4 .  Aggregate t h e  values of the tuples in the  answers t o  tile queries formulated in Step 3 based 
on the  aggregation principle specified by the  user. If t11e aggregated value of a tuple js 0, then 
the  corresponding tuple is removed from the  abstract .  
For example. if t he  aggregat~on principle is counting. then the  aggregation field contains the 
number of customers bejong~ng to  a certain customer type who live in a certain borough in 
a certain US city. For example. if there a re  95.000 yuppies living on Manhat tan  then we 
get a tuple ( y u p p i e s ,  N e w  York, M a n h a t t u l ,  95000). Furthermore, if no yuppies live in 
Bismarck, North Dakota  then the tuple ( y u p p i e ,  Blsrnerck,  x ,  0) will not appear  in t he  
abstract  for any  borough z in Bismarck. 
An abstract  for t h e  user-defined predicate yuppie .  abstraction functions c i t y  and borough.  and 
counting as the  aggregation principle is shown in Figure 6. 
This definition of an abstract does not specify some procedural details (e.g. how t o  evaluate 
t he  queries described in Step 3 ) .  Hoivever. these details are straightforward, and we therefore do 
not describe all t h e  details of the abstract generating algorithm based on this definition. Dote 
t ha t  in this algorithm we have to  formulate as  many queries as there are elements in the  Cartesian 
product formulated in S tep  3 of t he  definition. It is quite po~s ib l e  t h a t  t he  size of this Cartesian 
product can be very large. Therefore. this naive algorithm is impractical. 
4.1 . I  A More Efficient A l g o r i t h m  
We assume initially t h a t  the  uzer-defined predicates and all of their siblings d o  not  contain aggregate 
functions in their definitions. \l'e will explain subsequently i ~ o w  t o  handle the  case when aggregation 
func t~ons  are allowed in these predicates. 
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Since aii abctract is built from tile database re!atlons, as a first step. \s.e have t o  determinr- 
what  parts  of whicli relations should particjpate in building the abctract.  This can be achieved b~ 
e s a m i n ~ n g  all tire s ibl~ngs of all the uqer-deftilea predicates specified by the user and determinirig 
t he  at t r ibutes  of the relations ~ n b o l \ ~ d  in then  definitions. Similarly. .ise have t o  include the 
at t r ibutes  of all the abstraction funct~ons specified by the user For instance, in t he  prevlou: I 
example u e  h a i e  t o  determine relations and relational attributes tha t  a i e  used in the  definition: 
of t h e  user-defined predicates y u p p l ~ .  s e n i o r - c i t i z e n .  and s t u d e n t ,  and the  at t r ibutes  ~ s e d  
in t h e  abs t r ac t~on  lunctions specify~ng N E T  York and Manfiattar,. Y u p p ~ e  is defined in terms oi  
age .  Income. and c a r d - t y p e  attribute: of relation CUSTOMER. s e n l o r - c i t i z e n  in terms of thc 
a t t r i bu t e  a&€. and s t u d e n t  in terms of tiie a t t r ibu te  p ro fe s s lo r , .  Finally. c i t y  and boroupk 
abstraction iunctions use the at t r ibuic a d d r e s s .  This  means that  tlie abstract  should be bilili 
from the  relation obtained from the CUSTOMER relation by projectiiig it on t he  at t r ibutes  r i m e .  
a d d r e s s .  age.  Income. ca rd - type .  and p r o f e s s i o n .  E o t e  t ha t  attributes can belong t o  more tiiai; 
one relatjon In general. This means that the  relations containirig any of these at t r ibutes  shoulc 
be j o ~ n e d  and then projected on the at t r ibutes  involved. \Ye will call the  resulting relation an 
underiyzng rciatzon. 
T h e  aigorithm t h a t  builds the abstract uorks  as  follows. Initially. acsume t h a t  t h e  abstract  
has no  tuples in it (is an  empty set) .  For each tuple t in the underlying relation d o  the  following 
For each siblirlg of each user-defined predicate specified by the user check if it is t r ue  for the 
values in 1. For example. if the  first tuple in t h e  underlying relation 1s ( J a c k ,  125  3 Av Iv'ec York 
10017,  65K, f  l r i a n c i a l  a n a l y s t ,  3 3 ,  Gold AmEx, s i n g l e )  then it should be  checked whetl-ier 
yuppl  e ( J a c k ) .  s e n i o r - c i t i z e n (  J a c k ) .  and s t u d e n t  ( J a c k )  are true. Kote t h a t  each sibling h~ 
t o  be  checked because. as  was pointed out in Section 2.2. their definitions may  not  b e  mutualil  
exclusive (e.g..  a person can be a senlor citizen and a student) .  .4ko note t h a t  these checks can 
be done in con,ctant t ime because \\e azsumed tha t  definitions of the user-defined predicates i i a ~ c  
no aggregate functions (e.g., t o  check if a person is a yuppie. one h r i  to  look only a t  this  percon': 
record). It silould also be  determined to  which category abs t rac t~on functions belong. For example. 
i t  should he determined in which a t \ -  and borough Jack lives ( K e x  1-ork. Manhat tan) .  
l i  a tuple7 of user-defined predicares and abstraction functions satisfies all  t he  checks, then see 
if it Jvas already added t o  the  set of tuples in t h e  abstract .  If the tuple has not  been added t o  the 
abs t rac t  already. then add it .  Furtliermore. add an additional at t r ibute t o  this new tuple based 
on the  aggregation principle specified ior t he  abstract .  For example. if t he  aggregation principlc 
is c o u n t ~ n g  then associate a counter with t h ~ s  tuple and  set it initially t o  one; if t he  aggregatloi; 
-- - 
'Sate that thls tuple differs from the tuples in t h e  underlying set 
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principle is sumlnatlon titen associate a total  surn with tills tuple and set it5 initial 'r'due t o  t h e  value 
of t he  summation a t t r ibu te  irom the database. If the tuple \vas already added t o  the abstract  before. 
then update  t he  hggrt-gation at t r ibute based on the  aggregation principle specified by the  user ior 
t h e  abstract .  For esampie,  if the aggregation principle is counting then the  counter associated with 
t h e  tuple in the  abstract  is incremented by one. 
For example. since y u p p i e ( J a c k 1  is true. c i t y ( 1 2 5  3 Av N E W  York 30017) = " N e w  Y o r k J 1  
and b o r o u g h ( l 2 5  2 Av N E W  York 10017) = l l M z n l ; a t ~ a n y  > .  we add the  tuple ( y u p p i e ,  N E F  
York,  M a n h a e t a )  t o  the  abstract  and initialize the counter column t o  one slnce the aggregation 
principle is counting in this case. 
This  process is repeated for each tuple in the underlying relation. The process of building an 
abs t rac t  is terminated when all t he  tuples from the  underlying relation are processed. 
T h e  t ime comple.ut>l of this algorithm is determined as follows. For each tuple In the underlying 
relation. we have t o  consider all the siblings in all t h e  user-defined predicates. -4s u a s  explained 
above, t he  check for urhether a user-defined p red~ca t e  is t rue for the  current tuple (e.g. tha t  
y u p p i e ( 3 a c k )  or  s t u d e n t ( J a c k 1  is t rue)  is done in constant time. Therefore. t he  overall t ime 
complexity of t he  algorjthm is proportional t o  tlie size of the underlying relation times t h e  sum of 
t he  numbers of all t he  s ib l~ngs  in all t he  user-defined predicates specified in tlie abstract.  Typically, 
t he  lat ter  component ( t h e  sum)  is much snialler than  t h e  size of the underlylilg reiatlon. In this 
case t h e  algorithm is liner in t he  size of t h e  underlying relation. 
T h e  algorithn: above is linear in the size of the underlying relation because t h e  user-defined 
predicates do  not  contaln any aggregation iunc t~ons .  Suppose we change the  definit~on of a yuppie 
t o  be  a person who js Jounger  than 35 and spends more than 30K annually on purchases with a 
Gold American Express card. In this case. we cannot determine tha t  Jack 1s a yuppie, i.e. t ha t  
y u p p i e ( J a c k )  is t rue.  In constant  t ime because it 1s not  sufficient t o  e sam~r i e  only Jack's record 
in t he  underlying r e i a t~on  bu t  t o  sum all his purchases In order t o  answer th15 ques t~on .  To  solve 
this problem. we have t o  establish an index on person's name. retrieve all t he  transactions Jack did 
over a year and sum the  values of his purchases. T h e  t ime it takes t o  d e t e r m ~ r ~ e  if Jack is a yuppie 
In this case is proportional t o  t h e  number of transactions Jack did over t he  >ears  and this can slow 
the  performance of the  algorithm. However. aggregation functions seldom occur in user-defined 
predicates in practlce 
Finally, we want  t o  point ou t  a direct relationship between abstracts  and the GROUP-BY 
construct discuzsed in Section 3: GROUP...BY([Q], [XI . .  . . ,X,],IZ = a g g r ( Y ) ] )  defines an ab- 
s t ract  having a t t r ibu tes  X I , .  . . , S,, 2 and  an  aggregation principle defined by the  aggregation 
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E j o r  ~ i r t h - ~ l a r ;  - GP~-- --- --  
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L r t  Canada esc~llent  35 I / science Canada excelienr 40 / 
h e n c e  foreign good 
-- -- -- -- 4 
Figure '7: Generalization of the Lizt of Grzduate Students 
function aggr. We will use this obser\.ation later on In this paper when we discuss searches for 
pat terns on abstract:. 
4.2 Deriving Pat te rns  from Abstracts 
Pat te rns  on an abstract can be discovered using varier?:: l~chr i~ques .  In this paper.  ure will consider 
the  techniques based on the attribute-oriented inductiori. on statistical methods and exhaustive 
searches on the abstract .  IZ'e will describe each of these rnethods in turn now. 
4.2.1 Attr ibute-Oriented Induction 
This  approach was proposed in the  language DBLE.4RY [HCC92] and works as follows. T h e  orig- 
inal d a t a  is inductiveiy generalized for various attributes In the relation uslng the classification 
h~erarchies for the attributes. For example. student 's ~xa jo r s  can be initially general~zed t o  hard 
sciences (physics, mathematics. etc.), natural sciences (biology. chemistry. etc.). humanities (lit- 
erature,  history, etc.) and so on. A t  the next level. they can be further general~zed t o  a r t s  and 
sciences. This d a t a  abstraction process continues until tile original da t a  is generahzed so tha t  only 
a few tuples remain. Then each tuple defines a rule. For example. the list of graduate students 
enrolled a t  a university can be generalized t o  three tupies shown in Figure '7 (from [HCC92]). T h e  
generalized da t a  in Flgure i produces the foliowing three patterns: 
( ' Jx)graduate(x)  - M a g o r ( x )  E a r t  A Bi r th-p iace(x j  E Canada  A G P A ( x )  E excellent [35%j 
( 'Jx)graduate(x)  - ill a g o r ( x )  E sczence A Bir th-plncr(x)  E Canada  A GP14(x) E t-xcellent [40%] 
( v x ) g ~ a d z ~ a t e ( x )  - hi1 a j o r ( x )  E science A Bir th-piacejz)  E fore ign  A GP.4(2)  E good [25%] 
This  da t a  compression technique can be extended from the generalized relations of I3an et .  al t o  
abstracts8 described in this paper by successively building abstracts on abs t rac ts  until t he  abstract 
becomes small (we can use techniques from jHCC921 t o  determine when an abs t rac t  becomes small). 
I 
'LVe will describe the difference between o u r  abstracts and tile ~eneral ized relations from {HCC92] in Section 5. 
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Then.  foliowing IHCC92j. each ruple in the final abstract beron3es a patterr: 
As [HCC92] shows, this approach ran generate many ~nterest  lng patterns. However, ~t some 
times tends to  dlscover "overgenerd~zed" patterns. e.g. patterns about graduate students s tudy~ng  
science from Canada  as opposed to  gradcate computer sclence students from British C o l u m t i ~ .  
unless t he  user 1s willing t o  limit the search t o  graduate computer science students from British 
Columbia by " m a n u d y n  s p e c i f ~ l r ~ g  this in the DBLEARN statement 
learn characteristic r u l e  for Status = "graduate" and Major = "CS" and Birth-place -- "BC" 
Furthermore. DBLEARIV cannot d e r ~ \ e  the patterns that  have comparisons in their bod le~ .  For ex 
ample. i t  cannot derive t h e  pat tern ' b o r e  yupp ie s  l i v e d  i n  M a i i a t t a n  t h a n  i n  Queens  ove r  
t h e  p a s t  15 years." This  pat tern can be expressed in our language as 
('$ X) (1977 < X < 1992 and NEX-YORK-nTPPIES(Mdatt=. ,  X ,  NUMB11 and 
NEW-YOF;K-wPIES(Queens, X ,  NUTIB2) - NUMB1 > fJUHB2) ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  100%) 
xvhere NE\I17-YORK-YUPPIES(borough.year,number) can be defined x 
NEW-YORK-YUPPIES(X,Y,Z) = 
GROUP-BY( [CUSTOMER(name.addr.income,profession.age.ardtype.marstat) and 
TR.4KSACTlON(name.merchant.type.amount.data) and ~ u p p i e ( n a m e )  and 
ci tv(addrj  = "Kew York" and boroughjaddr) = X and yearidate) = Y]. [X,Y], [Z  = COI/;ST()]) 
and can be derived using the  techniques t o  be described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 
4.2.2 Statistical Methods  
A fundamental statistical reprecentat~on for studying associations between variables is the  contzn- 
gency table [Kac86]. In a 2-dimensional table for esample. we might have values of customer types 
on one axis and residential boroughs on the other. The  number of cells in the  table depends on the 
number of partitions of each variable. A table showing the numbers of yuppies and senlor ci t~zens 
distributed over Manhat tan .  Queens. and  Brooklyn would have 6 cells. 
I t  IS possible t o  t e s t  t he  association between customer type and borough by testing the  null 
hypothesis [Iiac86] t h a t  there  is no association between the  variables. in which case we would expect 
the  customer types t o  b e  djstributed equally across the  boroughs in a random sample. T h e  chz 
square-d test [Kac86] tests  for independence on the  basis of deviations of actual values from expected 
values. where the expected values are based on the null hypothesis. 
.An abstract with k a t t r ibutes  is essentially a k-dimensional contingency table. It  is therefore 
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possible to perioim all s tandard statistical tests on it tha t  can be dorle on contingency tables. 1:) 
particular. if there I S  a relationship among the \.ariables (i.e. they are not independent), i t  is possibio 
t o  specif? a dependent variable and the independent variables. 2nd  Pstract a linear relationshi1 
showing the impact of each of the independent variables on the dependent variable. T h e  form o: 
t he  linear relationship is 
where the  magnitudes and signs of the coefficients Bo. B:. . . . . B, jnd~cate the  impacts of the  cor 
responding varjables on the  dependent variable. 
When the dependent variable is caiegoricd (discrete). we are often interested in the probabi2ztzi 
t h a t  i t  h a s  a certain (categorical) value. given the  values of the independent variables. For example. 
we might be interested in t he  conditional probability tha t  someone i: a hjanhattan resident gixen 
his customer txpe  (1.e. yuppie) and zpendjng level. In such cases. u e  must make sure tha t  the  value 
of the  equa t~on  falls between 0 and 1.  A popular transformation. called the Logit transformatlor, 
[The71]. first takes the  odds for a certain ~ a l u e  of the  dependent xar~abje occurring (odds and 
probabilitjes have a s ~ m p l e  relationship. 1.e. a probability of 0.75 means odds of 3:1) and applies the 
logarithmic t;ansiormation t o  it .  Specifically. the above equation 1s transformed into the  following. 
where P is the computed probability value for the observation denoted by the variables XI,. . . . S, 
P is guaranteed t o  fall in t he  interval ( 0 , l ) .  
Let us illustrate applicability of the Logit transformation t o  pattern discovery with a sirnpie 
example show~ng  the conditional probability of someone being a Manhattan resident given spending 
level and customer type. T h e  relationshjp would be: 
where ,TI is the spending level and S;! is the categorical 011 variable. where X2 = 0 means  tl;a: 
the person is a yuppie and  X2 = 1 otlrerwise. If S2 = 0, the  right hand side is Bo + B I X I .  If 
X2 = 1. i t  i~ Bo + B1-Xl $ B2.  T h e  coeficient B2 therefore represents t?!e impact on the probabilit? 
t ha t  a person l~ves  in Manha t t an  as we change the value of the  customer type from yuppie t o  some 
other value. For example, suppose tha t  the parameters. based on a data set. have been estimated 
t o  have the following values: Bo = 0, B3 = 0.002. and B2 = -138.0. where coefficients Bo, B1.  
B2 are obtained using t h e  s tandard regression analysis techniques /The7l].  For a yuppie with a 
spending level of S"70.000, t he  probability of being a Manhat tan  resiaent is 0.99, whereas for sorne 
other customer type,  i t  drops t o  0.33. From this. i t  is apparent tha t  for an individual at t h e  above 
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ievel of spending. the customer type has a high Impact on the borough oi residence. In fact. such 
an analysis can be Interpreted as a rule such a. ' spending New York yuppies l i v e  i n  
E u l h a t t a n ,  ' ' which is similar to  the pattern in Example 2. Similarly, it is possible to  perform 
other types of analyses on the outputs of the Logit model by choosing different dependent and 
independent variable.. 
It  should be noted that  statistical techniques. such as the ones presented above. can be applied 
not only t o  the original data  (as is typically done in statistics). but more importantly. to abstracts. 
The lat ter  allows us to extract patterns in terms of the vocabulary of the user. 
4.2.3 E x h a u s t i v e  S e a r c h  on  a n  A b s t r a c t  
In general, there is an infinite number of patterns that  can be discovered on an abstract if attribute 
domains are infinite. Therefore. we must concentrare on some finite "jnteresting" subset of these 
patterns. 
Our interest js in IJVO types of patterns that  capture a rich subset of all possible patterns. The 
first class of patterns does not contain any aggregates and can be  generated from the abstracts 
with the counting aggregation principle. The second class of patterns consists of patterns on the 
abstract of the form 
ABSTR-4CT(XI. . . . S,. N,) and ABSTRACT();. . . .Y,, N 2 )  --+ N 1 0 K 2 .  
where XI, .  . .A,. l;, . . .I; are either constants or variables associated with regular fields of an 
abstract, and n', and K 2  are constants or variables azsociated with the aggregated field of the 
abstract. and 0  js a relational operator <. =. etc. We consider these two classes of patterns in turn 
11 ou".' 
P a t t e r n s  w i t h o u t  A g g r e g a t e s .  Assume that  an abstract has countzng as an aggregation prin- 
ciple. One general \cay t o  discover patterns without aggregates on the abstract is to  "fix" some of 
its attributes and analyze the relationships among the remaining attributes by varying one or more 
of them and seeing the ~ m p a c t  on the values of the others. IVe will illustrate t h ~ s  procedure on the 
abstract from Figure 6. Patterns on this type of an abstract can be searched as follows. Fix all 
the attributes in the abstract except one. For example. we can fix attributes CUSTOMER-TYPE 
t o  be "yuppie" and CITY to  be "New E'ork." We then compute the conditzonai probabilities of 
yuppies living in different boroughs. If NY-yuppie is defined as 
CUSTOAifER-TYPE = yuppie and CITY = New York 
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then the  conditionai probabihty that  a yuppie lives in borougi? x of Pew f'ork 1: 
P ( x )  = P(NY-yuppie and BOROUGH = z I NY-yuppie) 
Substituting the  numbers from Figure 6. we obtain the iollowing conditional probabilities: 
In general, if T is a condition describing the values of fixed attributes and g is tile condition 
describing a free at t r ibute and if p is the conditional probability, i.e., 
P(q is t rue  I T is t rue} = p 
then we can obtain the rule 
T - g (with strength p) 
For example. if' T is the  corlditlon NY-yuppi e  and q is BOFLOUGH = x then. since P(Manl1attan) = 
95%. we obtain the  pat tern 
NY-yuppie -4 BOROUGH = M;inliattan ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  95%) 
or  in words: New York yupp ie s  mcs t  l i k e l y  l i v e  i n  Ranha t t an .  
If we expand NY-yuppie in the previous rule then we obtain 
CUSTOMER(n~e,addr,income,profession,age,cara-type,marstat) and 
yuppie(nzme)  and c i t y ( a d d r 1  = "New York" 
- b o r o u g h ( a d d r )  = " R m h a t t z n "  ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  95%) 
,4n example of another pat tern obtained in a similar way is 
CUSTOMER(name , a d a r  , income ,prof  e s s i o n ,  a g e  , ca rd - type  , ~ a r s t a t )  and 
y c p p i e ( n m e )  and c i t y ( s d d r )  = "New York" 
- b o r o u g h ( a d d r )  = "Bronx" ( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  C.51) 
or in words: New York y u p p i e s  rocst u n l i k e l y  l i v e  i n  t h e  Bronx 9.  
Fotice tha t  these pat terns do not contain aggregation (i.e. GROUP-BY constructs) because 
tile abstract  has counting a: the aggregation principle which is used t o  compute the  s trength of a 
pat te rn .  Furthermore. in this pat tern the  head of the  rule contains the equality predicate because 
"otice t h a t  the  s t r eng th  of this pat tern  is 99.5% because i t  is a n tga t ron  of the  previous pa t t e rn .  Also note 
t h a t  there  is an  interesting relationship between pa t t e rn  s t rength5 and fuzzy  logic; however, we d o  not explore this 
relationship in the paper. 
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t h e  free a t t r ibu te  is based on the aggiegztlon function BOXOUGH. If 11 were based on a user-oeflnec 
predicate. then the  derived pat tern \sould have a predicate in i ts  head. 
B) exhaustively fixing different value5 of different attribute: and varying other  at t r ibutes .  Lie 
can o b t a n  many different patterns. Nouever. we will retain only the pat terns with high leveis of 
s t rength t ha t  is a pr ior i  specified by the user. 
T h e  method described above finds patterns without aggregates because the  abstract  h a  count- 
ing as t he  aggregation principle. lf an abstract has any other aggregation principle, such a sum- 
mation or averaging. then only patterns with ~ g g r e g a t e s  ( tha t  h a v ~  G R O T J P - B Y  construct) can 
b e  discovered on tha t  abs t rac t .  
P a t t e r n s  w i t h  A g g r e g a t e s .  Sirlce there is a direct relationship between G R O U P B Y  con- 
s tructs  and abstracts  t h a t  was d~scusced in Section 4.1, we will search for pa t te rns  on abstracts  of 
t he  form 
ABSTRACT(X1. .  . .S,, -Wl) and ilBSTRACT(1;. . . .I7,. ATh) --. N1fj'I\;:2 (31 
where ABSTRclCT is t h e  a b s t ~ a c t  being considered and 6 is one of t he  comparison operator: 
>. =. 2. etc.. These types of pat terns can be  converted into pat terns with G R O U P - B Y  construct: 
G R O U P - B Y ( [ + ] ,  [XI, .  . .S,], [.XI = nggr(Z)] )  and G R O U 3 3 - B Y ( j ~ ] ,  [Y1.. . .I",], [IV? = aggr (Z) ] )  
- h',sn-, 
where o is the expression t h a t  is used t o  build the abstract.  and aggr is. t he  aggregation principie 
being used. l ye  describe a conceptual method of finding patterns on abstracts  now (efficiency issue. 
a re  less important  in this  case than  \shen \ye described how t o  build abs t rac ts  because abstracts 
are  significantly smaller t h a n  the  underlying database in most of the cases). 
Pa t te rns  of the  t ype  (3)  can be  d!sco\ered as follows. First.  form a Cartesian product of the 
abstract  with itself. For  example. 111 case of the  abstract SPETU'DIBG from Figure 5 , the  Cartesian 
product will have fields CUST-TJ7PE.  REST-TYPE,  YEAR. TOTAL-AMOUNT, CUST-TYPE' .  
REST-TYPE' ,  YEAR',  and  TOTAL-.4X4OUNT'. Then different pat terns can b e  searched on th15 
Cartesian product by fixing some of the  at t r ibutes ,  varying others and comparing the  corresponding 
aggregation columns. For example. \ \e  may fix the  at t r ibutes  CUST-TYPE and CUST-TYPE'  t o  be 
yupp ie  and R E S T - T Y P E  t o  b e  expensive. vary attributes REST-TYPE '  and  YEAR,  assume tha t  
YEAR = YEAR'. and compare  aggregated at t r ibutes  TOTAL..AMOUNT and TOTAL-AMOUNT'.  
During the comparison process. .i\e compute the  percentage of cases in which t h e  value of the  field 
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TOTAL-4MOUNT 15 significantiy greater than TOT.41--A;"IIOUNT' while values of REST-TYPE'  
and YEAR range o \e r  all restaurant types and \pars respectively. Assume the percentage turns 
out  t o  be 85%. This specifies the strength of the pat tern.  If the  strength is higher than the  one 
specified by the  user then we retain the pattern. In thls example we get the  pattern 
(V X) (V Y) SFEND?NG(yuppie, expens ive  ,Y , N l )  znd SPENDING(yuppie ,X ,Y ,N2) .-. Nl>N2 
( w i t h  s t r e n g t h  85%) 
where variables X and Y range over restaurant types and years respectively. or in ivords 
"yupp ie s  spend & o r e  mcney i n  expens ive  r e s t a u r x ~ t s  than i n  m y  o t h e r  t y p e  of 
r e s t a u r a n t '  I .  
4 . 3  Interes t ingness  of Pa t t e rn s  
Since the  da t a  can contain billions of patterns. it is important  t o  provide methods t h a t  limit 
the  search for pat terns.  One way t o  solve this problem would be t o  provide come measure of 
L'interestingness" of pat terns and then search only for pat terns interesting according t o  this measure. 
-4s was pointed out  before. one such possible measure could be t he  strength of a pat tern.  
For example, the  pa t te rn  saying tha t  95% of Tieis. 'Ibrk yuppies live in Manhat tan  is intuitively 
more interesting than  the  pat tern saying t h a t  onl?~ 65% of New 'S'ork yuppies live in Manhat tan .  
However, s t rength by itself is not a sufficient mehcure of interestingness. T h e  pat tern saying t h a t  all 
the  Manhat tan  yuppies l ~ v e  in Sew York has trivially the  strength of 100%. Hois.e\.er. this pat tern 
is not interesting because it reflects t he  fact t h a t  h lanhat tan  is a part  of New 'I'ork. In general, this 
type of problem arises because of a functional dependency (in the esample above. between borough 
and city). 
In our approach. par t  of the interestingness Iieuristic for focusing the  system comes from the  
classification hierarch? For example, if the  user asks the system t o  find cumulative spending 
pat terns of yuppies 111 expensive restaurants over the  ?ears. the  system automatically includes in 
t h e  search related nodes such as senior citizens. inespensive restaurants.  and s o  on.  Intuitively. the 
search procedure really trles t o  answer the question " ~ v h a t  is it about  the  d a t a .  ralv or abstracted.  
t ha t  according t o  t h e  user-specified aggregation func t~ons .  is interesting given a specific classification 
hierarchy?" 
T h e  discovered pa t te rns  are presented t o  t he  user (sorted in the  order  of their strength).  If 
t he  system discovers t oo  many strong pat terns or the  ucer is not satisfied with the  results, t h e  user 
can adjust t he  inputs  In order to  find more interesting patterns. For esample.  the user may  want 
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t o  search for c u m u l a t ~ ~ e  s p e n a ~ n g  patterns of yupples In exj,ensive restaurants during recession.. 
This interactive process of user specifyirlg the  types of patterns t o  search for. the  .stem returning 
the  pa t te rns  found.  and the u:er "manually" adjust~rig the inputs based on the system feedback 
can continue until the  zystem does not return patterns of interest t o  the  user. 
5 Related Work 
A recent book by Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley [PSFSI]  contains a collection of articies on pa t te rn  
discovery. I t  presents various approaches t o  this probjem ranging from purely statistical approaches 
t o  the  knowledge-baed methods. W'e compare some of these methods and other related work t o  
our approach t o  pa t te rn  discovery. 
There  has been much xork  done in the area of pattern discovery in t he  sc~entific arena. How- 
e \ e r ,  there a r e  some fundamental differences between commercial and scientific da t a .  in t he  types of 
pat terns t h a t  one  is trying t o  discover. and in t he  methods of discovery. First,  much of the  business 
d a t a  is qualitative or categorical. not numeric. I t  is not collected in a controlled manner. bu t  is a 
by product of decisions about  what  d a t a  is necessary for business functions. Secondly. the  pat terns 
In a large business da tabase  tend t o  b e  inherently fuzzy. not precise mathematical relationships as 
in the  natural  sciences. I t  therefore makes sense t o  also include statistical t echn~ques  in addition 
t o  explicit enumeration techn~ques  t o  extract patterns. Finally, t he  criteria for dec id~ng what  is 
'.interestingv in scientific d o m a ~ n s .  which is t h e  generator part  of t he  generate-and-test.  tend t o  
be theory-based a.s in .4h4 [Len'ii] and BACON [LBS81]. In the  business arena. 2s iUustrated in 
the  examples, executives a re  usually interested in trends dealing with changes in aggregate-based 
functions, such as  totals  and averages, for t h e  terms in their vocabulary t h a t  they are ~nteres ted  in 
investigating. This  information provides some of the  "interestingness" heuristics for focusing the  
pat tern discovery system 
There  are also other  tcchn~ques  in the machine learning literature referred t o  a: "learning from 
examples" techniques such as  Winston's learning program [Win75], h~fitchell's LEX system tha t  
v.orks with "version spbces" [31liliCS6], and Quinlan's ID3 algorithm [Qui86]. Of these. t h e  ID3 
is most closely related t o  our work. I t  tries t o  generate a decision t ree t h a t  exp la~ns  the  d a t a .  For 
example, given a table with information on yuppies. expensive restaurants .  and spending amounts ,  
it would generate a decision t ree where each node would ~nvolve a test  on a particular a t t r ibu te ,  in 
effect partitioning the  da t a .  T h e  leaves of t he  tree contain the  classification. such a low spenders 
and high spenders. 
One of the limitations of ID3 is t h a t  it does not deal well with noisy d a t i .  Specifically, the  
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t ree  becomes overly complicated In order to  account for the8noi. Instances. .4 related problem 2 :  
t h a t  it cannot deal with inconclus~ve da ta ,  t ha t  is. when there are no rules t ha t  classify all possible 
examples correctly u s ~ n g  only the a~ai lab le  attributes. Uthurusamy et.al. [UFSSl]  propose t'!,at 
t h e  so lu t~on  t o  t h ~ s  problem is t o  use probabilistic rather  than categorical rules. This essentjall? 
makes it a statistical approach, in the same spirit as our method which makes use of strength.. 
hlore recently, there has been uork done by Pearl and Verma [PVSlj on finding causal reja 
tionships In the  da ta .  Pearl and I'erma define causation among a set oi iariables as some type of a 
minimal model t h a t  is consistent u i th  the joint probability distribut~on for these ~ a r i a b l e s .  Sincp 
there  can be niany such models that  are consjstent with a glien distribution, they consider tlie 
intersection of these minimal models In order t o  postulate "strongc and "possible" causal re la t~on 
ships. T h e  authors  do point ou t  as a caveat t h a t  "fitness t o  da t a  ... 1s an ~nsufficient c r i te r~on for 
va l ida t~ng causal theories." In other uords. they claim tha t  there 1s a difierence between discoi 
ering pat terns In t he  d a t a  and estabiisl~lng causality between variables based on t h e  d a t a  becausi. 
causality s s u r n e s  a certain degree of d a t a  independence, whereas pattern discovery is entirel? 
datz-driven. h'evertheless. we think the uork of Pearl and Verma will prove t o  be  very promis~ng 
in ezplainzng t h e  types of pat terns which we discover. In fact. from a user's point of view, the 
exp lana t~on  IS  often more interesting than the  pa t te rn  itself. 
As we men t~oned  at the  outset,  our use of abstracts  builds on the ivork of JValker [M'alSO]. 
T h e  concept of an abs t rac t ,  as  described by Walker, was independently used by Cai et.a.1 [CCHSlj 
and Han et.al [HCC92] who term this method "at t r ibute oriented generahzation" and exrend 11 
t o  deal with uncertainty. Our approach generalizes on the  above by providing a more general 
concept of a pa t te rn  and considering other types of discovery procedures such as  statistical pat tern 
disco\ery and eshaust ive searches, in addition t o  t h e  attribute-oriented induction method proposed 
in [HCC92]. All t he  pa t te rns  introduced in [HCC92] can b e  expressed with our rules''. Furthermore. 
we estend the rules in [HCC92] as folloivs. First.  their rules can only contain predicates from the 
bzse relations. e.g CUSTOMER.  and predicates from the  classiflcat~on hierarchy (concept tree !it 
their terminology). e.g. city(x) or major (s ) .  In contrast.  we allow arbitrary predicates ( re la t~onai  
views) from the  d a t a  dictionary in our rule.. e.g. yuppie(name).  recessiontdate). Second. i \ c  
extend pat terns with aggregates ( G R O U P B Y  construct) because many interesting pa t te rns  are 
expressed In terrns of aggregates. Third. \ve extend t h e  expressive power of pa t te rns  by supporting 
relational operators in t he  rules (an  example of a rule expressible In our rule language t h a t  cannot 
be  expressed with t h e  rules of [HCC92] \\.as presented in Section 4.2.1). Fourth,  we suppor t  the 
' O ~ l t h o u ~ h  H a n  et  al. al low d i s j u n c r ~ o n s  in t h e  h e a d  of a ru le ,  a n d  we don ' t .  their rules c a n  be c o n v e r t e d  l n t c  
several  of o u r  r u i a .  e a c h  r u l e  conta in ing  on]? o n e  c o n j u n c t i v e  c l a u s e  p e r  tread 
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notion o j  statj_ct~cal signjficance In patrrrns as. for example. In " s i p r . ~ + ~ c m t i y  more IJer- l c r k  
yuppies 3 3 v s  l n  Manhattan t h a  i n  m y  o t h e r  borough."  
As u e  mentioned a t  the outset of the  paper, it is important t o  use statistical technique: a: 
pa r t  of a pa t te rn  discovery system, particularly when the da t a  are nolsy. Such techniques are 
theoretically well developed and perva lve  In practice. The  natural question. therefore. is why are 
they not  sufiicient? T h e  answer is that  they require the  user t o  do  too  much work, thereby making 
exploratory d a t a  analysis cumbersome and hence reducing the likelihood of finding something that  
might even be "close" t o  what  the  user liad as anini t ia l  hypothesis. Secondly, they require t he  use: 
t o  provide d a t a  sets correspond~ng t o  the  ~ a r i a b l e s  before the andysis  is performed, as  opposed 
t o  having a system construct them dnarn ica l ly  from a database depending on the  variables unde; 
investigation. For example, when a s:atistical technique is being employed by the  user t o  test 
t he  hypothesis t h a t  yuppies spend more on moderately priced restaurants than  expensive ones. i t  
is unlikely t o  d~scover  t h a t  yuppies spend more than any other type of customer on any type o j  
restaurant  which might be an unexpected but  interesting insight for t he  user. Also. t he  d a t a  ser 
corresponding t o  yuppie, t he  view, must be explicitly provided p r ~ o r  t o  t he  analysis. In contrast.  
our  method would generate this when required by the search procedure. 
In summary. our  approach is t o  use knowledge about  the domain t o  take user inputs and focu: 
t he  search while a t  t he  same time gu id~ng  the  discovery procedure to  par t s  of t he  search space 
t h a t  a r e  in some sense LLclose" t o  the  lnputs  specified by the user (i.e. include senior citizens ir, 
t he  picture even though the  user specified yuppies, and so on). In t h ~ s  way. t h e  domain knowledge 
simultanc.ously focuses and broadens search t o  potentially interesting par t s  of t he  search space 
6 Conclusions 
1n co~iclusion. the  model of pat tern discovery we have described niakes use of whatever domain 
knowledge is specifiable in te rms  of a classification hierarchy in order t o  focus search. Specificali!.. 
nodes in the hierarchy, which can be  used t o  construct database views on the  original da t a .  s e n e  
as  t he  basis for generating abstracts  from which pat terns can be  der~ved  in terms of the  vocabu!hr\ 
of the  user. 
i7.e also make use of t h e  fact tha t  what  is often of interest t o  t he  user is a comparzson of 
different subsets of t he  da t a ,  measured on the  basis of some type of aggregation. T h e  types 
of pat terns presented in t he  examples represent a useful subset of pat terns t h a t  t he  system can 
discover on its own. A t  t h e  same time. t he  user can specify interactiveiy. additional constraints or 
restrictions t o  be included as  par t  of a pat tern.  This  interaction between the  user and the  system 
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can focus t he  search for ~nterestiiig patterns. which !5 essential for dealing with iargt. qcan t i t~es  of 
da t z .  
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